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ABSTRACT 
For undirected graphs, without loops or multiple dges, we define the star degree 
of a graph, and prove that it is equal to the multiplicity of the root 1 of per(xI - B), 
where B = D + A. Considering bipartite graphs, we prove that per(xI - B) = per(xI 
- L), where L = D - A, and consequently that the star degree of a bipartite graph 
can also be characterized by the multiplicity of the root 1 of per(xI- L). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an undirected graph, without loops or multiple edges, with 
vertex set V= (v 1 ..... Vn} and edge set E= (e 1 ... . .  e~). Let A= [aij ], 
where a i j=  1 if vi and vj are adjacent and a~j= 0 otherwise, be the 
adjacency matrix of G, and let the characteristic polynomial of G be the 
characteristic polynomial of its adjacency matrix. 
The problem of characterizing a graph (up to an isomorphism) by its 
characteristic polynomial or its eigenvalues has been considered by several 
authors; several results are known, related to the graphical interpretation of
the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial [1, 4]. 
The existence of nonisomorphic graphs with the same characteristic 
polynomial has settled this question. Turner [9], using generalized matrix 
flmctions, proved that this class of functions was not successful in distinguish- 
ing nonisomorphic graphs. 
New attempts were then made, using other matrices, namely the matrices 
L=D-A  and B=D+A,  where D=diag(d  t... . .  d~) and d i=d(v i )  is 
the degree of vertex v~ (i = 1 ... . .  n). The matrix L was used by Kirchoff to 
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define the complexity of a graph (the number of spanning trees of the graph), 
and Fiedler used the eigenvalues of L to obtain a characterization of 
connected graphs. 
Merris, Rebman, and Watkins in [7] studied the permanental polynomials 
of the adjacency matrix A and of the matrix L [per (x / -  A) ,per (x l  ...... L)]. 
Recently, Merris [6] gave an interpretation of the coefficients of per(xI - L) 
for trees, and Brualdi and Goldwasser [2] gave an interpretation of per L in 
terms of some subgraphs of G and obtained bounds for per L for trees and 
bipartite graphs. 
Dedo [3] used the matrix B and studied its characteristic polynomial. 
Professor Dias da Silva raised the following question: does the root 1 of 
per(xI - L )  characterize the existence of pendant stars with more than one 
pendant vertex in a graph? The study of this question led us to the conclu- 
sions contained in this paper. 
2. PERMANENTAL ROOTS AND THE STAR DEGREE OF A GRAPH 
We begin with some definitions. We define a pendant star of a graph as a 
maximal subgraph formed by pendant edges 'all incident with the same vertex 
(the center of the pendant star). We can now define the degree of a pendant 
star: that is, the number of its pendant vertices (or pendant edges, since each 
pendant star has the same number of pendant edges-and pendant vertices) 
minus one. Then, with each graph we can associate a degree--the star degree 
of the graph--def ined as the sum of the degrees of all pendant stars, if there 
are pendant stars, and zero otherwise. 
We shall always consider undirected graphs, as defined in Section 1~ 
without loops or multiple edges, with vertex set V = { v 1 .. . . .  v n } and edge set 
E = {ej . . . . .  en} and with adjacency matrix A, and we let D-  
diag(d 1 .. . . .  dn), where d i is the degree of the vertex v, ( i=1  ..... n), 
B=D+A,  L=D-A~ 
Trwol~M 2.1. ~he star degree o f  a graph G is equal to the multipl icity 
o f  root 1 o f  per (x / -  B) (considering that 1 is a root o f  multipl icity zero o f  
per (x / -  B) i f  1 does not occur as a root o f  per (x / -  B)). 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, let us refer, without proof, to some restflts 
we shall use. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C be an n × n matrix. Let 
per (x / -C)=x n-c lx ' *  l +c2x,, ~ . . . . .  +( -1 ) "c , ,  
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be the permanental polynomial o f  C. Then c i is the sum o f  all principal i × i 
subpermanents o f C, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
The proof uses identical arguments to those used for the characteristic 
polynomial, which can be found in [5, p. 21]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The permanental polynomial is preserved under per- 
mutation similarity. 
A more general result, using generalized matrix functions, can be found in 
[9]. 
We can draw some conclusions from Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3. 
Let C be an n × n matrix, and let per (x / -  C) be as defined in Proposition 
2.2. If c n = c,~_ 1 . . . . .  cn_(p_l) = 0, then zero is a root of per (x / -  C) with 
multiplicity greater than or equal to p. Let C = B - I, and let zero be a root 
of per (x / -  C) with multiplicity greater than or equal to p. Then 
per (x / -  B) = per (x / -  (C + I ) )  -- per((x - 1)1 - C) 
=(X__ I )n__C l (X__ I )n  I+C2(X__I),  2 . . . .  +(__l),~Cn. 
Hence, 1 is a root of per(xI - B) with multiplicity greater than or equal to p. 
It is known that, if A 1 and A z are adjacency matrices corresponding to
two different labelings of the same graph G, then for some permutation 
matrix P, A 1 = P -  1A2p. The result holds for B 1 = D 1 + A 1 and B 2 = D z + Az, 
where A 1 = P-1A2P and D 1 = P-1D2P. From Proposition 2.3, we can con- 
clude that the permanental polynomial of B = D + A does not depend upon a 
particular labelling of the graph. 
During the proof of Theorem 2.1, we shall use per (B -  xI) instead of 
per(xI - B), since they have the same roots. 
Proof o f  Theorem 2.1. We shall only consider connected graphs. If the 
graphs are disconnected, it can easily be seen that the result holds, since the 
star degree of the graph is the sum of the star degrees of the connected 
components and the permanental polynomial of B is the product of the 
permanental polynomials of the connected components. 
We shall also suppose that the graph G has more than one vertex, for 
otherwise Theorem 2.1 would clearly hold. 
Let us consider two cases: 
(1) The star degree o f  G is zero. We want to prove that 1 is a root of 
per (B -x  I )  with multiplicity zero, i.e., 1 does not occur as a root of 
per(B - xI), i.e., per(B - I )¢  0. 
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B is a nonnegative matrix, and since we are only considering connected 
graphs, so is B-  I. Let 
tl 
B- - I=[b : , ] ,  per (B- l )=  E I-[b[.¢i~ .
a C-- S,~ i 
Thus per(B - I )~  0 if and only if there is a positive diagonal in B -- 1, i.e., a 
positive sequence of elements b~o m . . . . .  b~,~,l corresponding to a pemmta-  
tion o ~ S~. 
We can consider two subcases: 
(A) G has' rm pendant stars, Le., G has no pendant vertices. Hence 
d i >/2,  and so the main diagonal of B - I  satisfies the requirements. 
(B) G has pendant stars with degree zero, i.e., all pendant stars have just 
one pendant vertex. We can label the vertices of G in the following way: let 
v 1 . . . . .  v~ be all the pendant vertices and let v 1 . . . . .  v~ be adjacent respectively 
to vi.  ~ . . . . .  vei, i ~ n/2.  All the other vertices are arbitrarily labeled 
ve~ +j . . . . .  v,.  With this labeling the matrix B has the form 
1 0 1 0 
. 0 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 d , .  ~ * 
1 
• (12~ o 1 
d2t ,  ~ * 
o 
• d ,1 
where d I . . . . .  d i - -1  and  d j >~ 2. j = i + 1 . . . .  n. Thus 
B 1 =  
1 0 
1 
0 1 
1 0 d ,~ i - 1 * 
0 1 * d2~ - 1 
d ), ~ L - 1 
0 * 
i * 
0 
d.  - ! 
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and has a positive diagonal corresponding to the permutation (1 i + 1)(2 i + 
2) . - .  (i 2 i ) ,  and so per (B -  I ) :~ 0. 
Hence, whenever the star degree of a graph is zero, 1 is a root of 
per(B - xI ) with multiplicity zero. 
(2) The star degree o f  G is greater than zero. Let p be the star degree of 
G (p>0) .  Then there are in G r pendant stars ( r>/1)  with k 1 . . . . .  k, 
pendant vertices respectively, where k i >/1, i = 1 . . . . .  r, and ~=l (k~ - 1) = p. 
We can label the vertices of G in the following way: Let v n, v n 1 . . . . .  v,, ,+ 1 
be the centers of the pendant stars; let v l, v2, . . . ,  vk, be the pendant vertices 
adjacent to v~, v kl + 1 . . . . .  vh  + k2 the pendant vertices adjacent to v n_ 1 . . . .  ; in 
general, let Vk~+kz+ .. +k,+l . . . . .  Vkl+kz+ +k,+, be the pendant vertices ad- 
jacent to v,,_ i, i = 1 . . . . .  r -  1. The remaining vertices can be arbitrarily 
labeled vk, + . .  +k,+l . . . . .  V, ,. 
With this labeling B has the form 
kl k2 - . .  k r 
k2 
1 0 
• . 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 " .  
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 . . .  1 
1 . . .  1 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 
1 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
1 
0 
1 
dn r -  1 
0 
1 
0 0 
dn 1 
1 
0 
whered j>~2,  j=k  1+k2 + ' ' "  +kr  +1 . . . . .  n. We want to prove that l i sa  
root of per (B -  xI)  with multiplicity p, which is equivalent to proving that 
zero is a root of per(B - I - xI)  with multiplicity p. 
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kj  
k~ 
k, ~,  k, 
0 
() () 
0 n 
0 1 - 
() 0 0 0 
I 
0 [ () 0 
I 
i : ! 
1 
0 0 : 
1 
! 
. 
* i 
0 
I 
i 
! c) 
1 
] 
I l 
1 
() 0 ; I 
F - -  ---4- 
) 
• ! 
d,  t I [ _ _  
I s 
i ; ! I 
We shall prove, first, that zero is a root of per(B - I - x I  ) with mult ipl ic-  
ity greater than or equal to p. Let k I + . . . .  + k r = m; then since Y~= t(k, - 1 ) 
=p,  we have m-r=p.  B - I  is a nonnegat ive matrix, and so are all its 
submatr ices.  Let us consider the principal submatrices of order n - ( p - 1 ). 
They  all have an [m - (p  - l ) ]×[ (n  - r ) -  (p  - 1)] zero submatfix which 
appears in the top left comer, and (m - p + 1)+(n  - r - p + 1)= n p +'2. 
Therefore, by  Frobenius and Konig's theorem, the permanent  of all principal 
submatr ices of order n - ( p - 1) of B - I is zero. In fact, all submatriees of 
order n - (p  - 1) have an [ m - (p - 1)] × [( n - r) - (p - 1)] zero submatrix 
which appears in the top left comer,  and thus the condit ions of Frobenius and 
Konig's  theorem are satisfied for all these submatrices. By the Laplace 
expansion for permanents,  we can conclude that the permanent  of 'all 
submatr ices of order k of B - I, with p - 1 ~< k -%< n, is zero; in particular, the 
permanent  of all principal submatr ices of order k, p -  1 ~< k ~< n, is zero. 
F rom Proposit ion 2.2 and its consequences, we can say that 1 is a root of 
per(B - x l  ) with mult ipl ic ity greater than or equal to p. 
Now we shall see that the mult ipl ic ity of the root zero of per(B - i - x l  ) 
is not  greater than p. If we consider the principal  submatrices of order n -- p 
of B - I, there must  be at least one whose permanent  is different from zero. 
Let  us consider the submatrix of order n -p  obtained from B- I  by 
e l iminat ing the following rows and the corresponding columns: from the k I 
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first rows, we eliminate all but one; from the next k 2 rows, we eliminate all 
but  one; . . . ;  from the next k r rows we eliminate all but one. We have 
el iminated (k 1 - 1 )+(k  2 - 1)+ . . .  +(k  r - 1 )= p rows and the correspond- 
ing columns. We obtain a principal submatrix of order n - p of B - I which 
has the form 
0 
0 
0 
o 0 
1 
o 0 
0 
o 1 
din+ 1 - 1 * 
• dn_ r - 1 
• dn  r l - I  
d n 1 -1  
0 
and which has a positive diagonal corresponding to the permutation (1 n -  
p ) (2n-  p -  1 ) . . .  ( rn -  p -  r +1).  
Since this submatrix is non-negative, its permanent is different from zero. 
Therefore, from Proposition 2.2 and its consequences, the multipl icity of the 
root zero of per(B - I - x I )  is not greater than p, and so the multipl icity of 
the root 1 of per(B - x I )  is not greater than p. 
The proof is completed. • 
From Theorem 2.1, we can draw some conclusions about the existence of 
pendant  stars with more than one pendant vertex. 
COaOLLn_rtY 2.4. Let  G be a graph. G has pendant  stars w i th  more than 
one pendant  vertex i f  and only i f  1 is a root o f  per (x / -  B). 
3. B IPARTITE  GRAPHS 
If we consider bipart ite graphs, we reach a similar result to Theorem 2.1, 
using the matrix L = D - A. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be an undirected bipartite graph with  n vertices, 
B = D + A,  L = D-  A. Then per (x / -  B )= per (x / -  L). 
ProoJ: Let G be a bipartite graph, with vertex set V = { c. 1 . . . . .  % } and 
edge set E = { e l . . . . .  % } and with a bipartition V l and V~, V~ ~..? Va = V, 
V lCqE2=~,  and IV~l=k, I~ l=n-k ,  k= l  . . . . .  s l -1 ,  where i i denotes 
cardinality. Let X = [xij],,× m be the incidence matrix of G, where x,j ..... 1 if 
v~ ~ ej and x~j=O otherwise. We can label the vertices of C so that 
V 1 = {v 1 . . . . .  vk} and V2= {vk+ ~ .. . . .  c~,, ]. 
The incidence matrix X has in each column two nonzero entries, and 
because of the labeling we made above, one of the nonzero entries of each 
column is among the first k lines, and the other among the remaining lines. 
We can construct an n × n diagonal matrix P = [pii] such that p,~ = l. 
i---1 . . . . .  k, P i i= -- l, i=k  + l . . . . .  n, P i i=O,  i~  ], where k=lV1]. M~dti-- 
plying X by P on the left side, we obtain an n × m matrix Q = PX. which 
has two nonzero entries in each column. In the first k lines these nonzero 
entries are all equal to 1, and in the other lines they are equal to - i. The 
matrix Q is the incidence matrix of G, with respect o some orientation of C. 
= (~)T It is known [1,3] that B=XX wand L Q , and it can easily be seen 
that P=PT=P t p2=L Hence 
I, = QQT= ( PX )( PX ) "= Pxx ' rp  T= PBP, 
xI - L = xI - PBP = P( xI - B )P, 
tt 
per(xI  - L )=  perP(xl  - B )P = I- I  P~i per( xI - B ) ,  
i=1  
and finally per(x/ - -  L)  = per (x / -  B ). I 
We are only interested in permanental polynomials, but it is not diffictflt 
to see that Proposition 3.1 would hold if we had used generalized matrix 
hmctions. 
From Proposition 3.1 we can state 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a bipartite graph. The star degree o f  C is 
equal  to the mult ipl ic i ty o f  the root 1 o f  per(xI - L )  (considel~ng that l is a 
root o f  mult ip l ic i ty zero o f  per (x / -  L) / f  1 does not occur a~ a root (!f 
per (x / -  L ) ). 
Corollary 3.2 allows us to conjecture that we can state Theorem 2. t using 
the matrix L instead of matrix B. We have verified this result for every graph 
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with vertex set V such that IV I = 1, 2 . . . . .  6 (for graphs with 6 vertices we used 
the list of permanental polynomials included in [7]). 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
4.1. The Characteristic Polynomial of B and L 
The characterization of the star degree of a graph by the multiplicity of 
the root 1 of per(xI- B) would not be possible if, instead of using the 
permanental polynomial of B, we used the characteristic polynomial of B or 
of L. 
In fact, we can say, using the same arguments we used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, that if we have a graph with star degree p, then the multiplicity 
of the root 1 of det (x I -  B) or det(xI- L) is greater than or equal to p. 
However, we cannot guarantee that the multiplicity is exactly p. 
EXAMPLE 4.1.1. Let us consider the following graph G, with star 
degree 1: 
It can easily be seen that 1 is a root of 
det(xI  - B) = x 5 - 10x 4 +32x  3 - 42x 2 +23x  - 4 
and of 
det(xI  - L)  = x 5 - 10x 4 +32x  3 - 38x 2 + 15x 
with multiplicity 2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1.2. Let G be the graph 
K 
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G has star degree zero, and 1 is a root with multiplicity 1 of det(xI - 13") = x ~ 
- 8x 3 + 19x 2 -  16x +4, and of 
det(xl - L)  = x 4 - 8x :3 + 19x 2 -- 12x. 
4.2. The Adjacency Matrix 
Considering the adjacency matrix of G and either the characteristic 
polynomial or the permanental polynomial, we would not be able to draw 
conclusions about the star degree of a graph, from the multiplicity of the root 
zero .  
EXAMPLE 4.2.1. Let G be the graph 
G has star degree zero, and zero is a root of det (x l -  A )= x4+ x ~ with 
multiplicity 2. 
EXAMPLE 4.2.2. Consider G, with star degree zero: 
Zero is a root of per(x/ - -  A )= x 6 +6x 4 +9x 2, with multiplicity 2. 
We would like to express our gratitude to Professor Dias da Silva, jbr his 
many constructive and helpful suggestions as. well as for his untiring arul 
continuing support. 
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